Spanish Club´s Empanada Sale

Look for our table in the Seegers Union, we are also taking pre-orders (with bonus size) until Nov. 6th.

If interested in pre-ordering an Empanada, email Jennifer Medina specifying the quantity and type of empanadas you want, or fill out the order form below and drop it off in the Language Dept or at the sale table! Thank you!

EMPANADAS SALE DATES IN SEEGER UNION (LOBBY)
Thursday and Friday: November 6th and 7th
Thursday and Friday: November 13th and 14th

Look for our table in the Seegers Union, we are also taking pre-orders (with bonus size) until Nov. 6th.

If interested in pre-ordering an Empanada, email Jennifer Medina specifying the quantity and type of empanadas you want, or fill out the order form below and drop it off in the Language Dept or at the sale table! Thank you!

EMPANADAS PRE-ORDER FORM

NAME _______________________________  Phone ____________  email ________________________________
* Quantity _____ X $3.00 Total _____ Beef
_____ X $3.00 Total _____ Beef with Cheese
Total Qty _____  Total Cost: _____  Cash Only
Pick-up date (circle): Thu.11-6  Fri. 11-7  Fri. 11-14
Drop off your order in envelope with payment to:
Dr. Eduardo Olid - Languages, Lit & Cultures, Ett.104
Empanada Order, c/o Jennifer Medina

Any questions? Call us at 484-664-3273 (LLC)